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1      Accessibility vs. security.
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1      Accessibility vs. security.

2      Proprietary interests vs. transparency.





AccuVote TS > 31 000 lines of C++
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1      Accessibility vs. security.

2      Proprietary interests vs. transparency.

3      Too much code to verify.



election rules ballot layout visual style

AccuVote TS > 31 000 lines of C++



1      Accessibility vs. security.

2      Proprietary interests vs. transparency.

3      Too much code to verify.

4      Code changes too frequently.
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Conventional Ballot Definition
Contest

title Mayor

max selections 1

options Tom Bates

John Boushell

Shirley Dean

Contest

title School Board

max selections 2

options Karen Hemphill

Merrilee Mitchell

Joaquin Rivera

Kalima Rose

John Selawsky

text renderer

font data

layout manager

UI widgets
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Prerendered Ballot Definition
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write-in
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Ballot Definition Format
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Voting Machine Software
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How much code?
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everything UI only

AccuVote TS > 31 000 > 14 000

our prototype 293 255

100× 55×

Python features used:
one standard library module (SHA-1)
one collection type
very few built-in functions

How much code?



ballot loader126 lines
event loop   13 lines
navigator   94 lines
video driver   22 lines
vote recorder   38 lines

How much code?



Accessibility
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vote recorder
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audio driverearphones

keypad
keykey



1      Accessibility vs. security.

2      Proprietary interests vs. transparency.

3      Too much code to verify.

4      Code changes too frequently.



2      Isolate code to be disclosed.

1      Decouple UI design from security.
        Open participation in ballot review.

3      Reduce the trusted code by 10 to 100x.

4      Put security responsibility in a VM.



Goal:

an order of magnitude reduction
in voting-specific trusted software

similar or better
accessibility and usability

compared to the state of the art. 



Thank you!

http://zesty.ca/voting

Ka-Ping Yee
ping@zesty.ca


